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javascript function in an external js-file For using a third-party, html5-compatible javascript library, the documentation includes the following: Include the external JS file in your page using the script tag. For example: I want to use the API, so I want to include the javascript file in my own html-page.
But, it seems that the file needs to be loaded from the same domain. In order to do that I need a fallback. How can I implement a function which is implemented in an external javascript file, which is supposed to be called via the API on the third-party site (with an XMLHttpRequest to the same domain

as the third-party site)? A: You can't. It's a security feature. It would be possible for the third party to find your IP address and then, if you were logged into your bank with your third party API, then they would be able to find your bank's name. But there's no way they can find your IP address if the
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